Select one free experience for your
trip
Choose it when you book your package and flight TAP

Belém, from Discoveries to pastries Hop into a Tuk Tuk and discover Belém — an unforgettable experience that will
introduce you to the History of the Discoveries and the Portuguese Navigators.Explore Lisbon’s most traditional and
iconic streets;Get to know Príncipe Real and relax at the São Pedro de Alcântara garden;Visit the Jerónimos
FIND
MORE
Monastery and enjoy a cup of coffee and a Pastel de Belém
- aOUT
Portuguese
culinary delight sprinkled with cinnamon;Get a
close look at the Belém Tower;Contemplate one of Lisbon’s 7 hills, with Tagus as a background.
Meeting Point: Tourist Office at Terreiro do Paço (western side)Schedules: Every day. The morning period begins at 10:00 (10min tolerance) and the afternoon
period begins at 15:00 (10min tolerance)Duration: 2.5 hours

Walk through the most typical neighborhood Discover the beautiful secrets of Lisbon’s oldest neighborhoods on
foot.Take a closer look at cosmopolitan Lisbon in Praça dos Restauradores;Explore the lively streets of Mouraria;Be amazed by
the impressive Lisbon Cathedral (Sé Catedral);At Portas do Sol (Gates of the Sun), Lisbon will be at your feet;Take a stroll
through Alfama’s typical narrow streets;Have coffee at the Martinho da Arcada café, a favourite haunt of writer Fernando
Pessoa;Get a 360º view over the city of Lisbon, from the Rua Augusta Arch;Delight yourself with the image of the Terreiro do
Paço square embracing the Tagus river.
Meeting Point: Tourist Office at Terreiro do Paço (western side)
Schedules: Every day. Tours begin at 10:00 (15min tolerance)

Duration: 3 hours

Guided tour of historical Lisbon Get to know Lisbon’s most distinguished landmarks in a walking tour that will take you
through the Baixa Pombalina and Chiado areas.Explore the Arch of Rua Augusta and discover Chiado’s streets and
corners;Have fun at the iconic Bairro Alto, stroll down Rua Nova do Almada and relax at the Largo do Carmo square;Enjoy a
glass of Ginjinha - Lisbon’s traditional liquor - in a local tavern in the Rossio square;Visit Lisboa Story Centre and explore the
Terreiro do Paço square.
Meeting Point: Tourist Office at Terreiro do Paço (western side)
Schedules: Every day. Tours begin at 10:00 (15min tolerance).

Duration: 3 hours

Visit mystical Sintra, Cascais and Cabo da Roca Unravel the secrets of this romantic city, discover myths and legends
and be delighted by the wonderful view from Europe’s westernmost point.Learn about the myths and legends of Sintra in the
village’s interpretive centre;Admire a breathtaking view of the Atlantic Ocean and the Sintra-Cascais mountain range at Cabo da
Roca;Taste Sintra’s local pastries, the delicious queijadas; Explore the historic village of Cascais.
Meeting Point: Praça dos Restauradores Tourist Office - Palácio de Foz Duration: 3 hours
Schedules: Every day. The morning period begins at 10:00 (10min tolerance) and the afternoon period begins at 15:00 (10min tolerance)

Visit a wine cellar and have a drink!
Explore one of three traditional wineries and discover Portugal’s wine culture in an afternoon tour. Choose one of these three
tours and depart from Lisbon on a van;

Azeitão Winery: head south, explore the local cellar with a regional wine tasting event and learn about the secrets of the
Arrábida mountain range;
Bucelas Wine Museum: discover the museum and visit the local cellar for a regional wine tasting event;
Colares Winery: explore Colares, visit the cellar to taste the regional wines and admire the mysticism of Sintra.
Meeting Point: Praça dos Restauradores Tourist Office - Palácio de Foz
Schedules: Every day. Tours begin at 14:30 (10min tolerance)
Duration: 3 hours

